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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we analyze how to orchestrate platform ecosystems in order to ensure the commercialization of constant flows of innovations. We focus on platform-owners and how they orchestrate the coupling process between the innovation part of the ecosystem and the business development part of the ecosystem. We apply a life-cycle perspective, analyzing how these two subsystems are dynamically aligned through this coupling process. Three emblematic case studies illustrate platform-owners’ choices regarding the management of this coupling process. Existing accounts of ecosystem orchestration are quite scarce in the academic literature and do not systematically acknowledge that innovation and business development are subsystems. By
considering the two parts of ecosystems, our paper contributes to a more fine-grained understanding of platform ecosystem orchestration.
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In recent years, platform ecosystems have become a recurrent pattern of collective innovation (Ceccagnoli *et al.*, 2012; Cennamo, Santaló, 2013; Tiwana, 2014, Parker *et al.*, 2016; McIntyre, Srinivasan, 2017). Platform ecosystems create value by sequentially and/or simultaneously involving different players, communities, activities and resources. As such, ecosystems exhibit rules and governance mechanisms to involve independent players in pursuing distributed, collaborative, and cumulative innovation.

Platform ecosystems have flexible and scalable architectures of cooperation designed to leverage collective intelligence (Nambisan, Sawhney, 2007, 2011). Such a network-centric innovation approach focuses on cultivating innovation and creativity, on making, connecting and experimenting with the aim of turning shared knowledge into new products and/or services. Within platform ecosystems, digital technologies enable cooperation and effective innovation outcomes (Tan *et al.*, 2015; Kazan *et al.*, 2016; Nambisan *et al.*, 2017). Resultant network effects drive a positive feedback loop - attracting the best and brightest partners to flock to the platform - thus nurturing the whole ecosystem dynamics.

The commercialization of the constant flow of innovations is a key prerequisite for platform ecosystems development. Several case studies investigated the role of platforms in the emergence and development of ecosystems (Attour, Peruta, 2013; Isckia, 2009; Isckia, 2011; Isckia, Lescop, 2009; Isckia, Lescop, 2013; Loilier, Malherbe, 2013; Isckia, Lescop, 2015) However, the academic literature on platforms lacks theories and empirical studies on platform orchestration; that is, the processes through which platform providers ensure a constant development and commercialization of innovations (Perks *et al.*, 2017). Current research on orchestration with respect to platforms is highly conceptual and limited to the economic or technological rationale of platforms (Thomas *et al.*, 2014). A systematic understanding of the platform orchestration process is missing.

Our central tenet in this paper is that platform orchestration involves a coupling between the two interrelated subsystems of a platform ecosystem. The function of the first subsystem is to produce new services, products and innovations based on the resource ensemble in the ecosystem. The second subsystem commercializes these innovations. These two subsystems imply
that a platform owner should dynamically couple the production of new services and the needs of embarked communities. The orchestration of this coupling process calls for strategic and architectural choices at different stages of the ecosystem life cycle.

This paper aims to create an understanding of how platform owners orchestrate their ecosystems, through a process of coupling innovation and business development processes. We do so by developing a conceptual framework of coupling mechanisms, drawing upon separate sub-fields of ecosystem studies, i.e. platform design and governance, platform strategy and value creation (Jacobides et al., 2018; Järvi, Kortelainen, 2017; Teece, 2017). We then apply the framework to three emblematic case studies (Amazon, eBay and Apple), in order to explore the coupling mechanisms, providing a more fine-grained understanding of platform ecosystems’ orchestration. We analyze these coupling mechanisms throughout the platform’s lifecycle to better understand their implications on platform ecosystem evolution, focusing on the role of platform-owners and the choices they made to orchestrate this process. In the third part, we discuss our findings and contribution to the current body of knowledge in the field of platform ecosystem studies and orchestration.

Conceptual Framework

In our work we adopt an “ecosystem-as-affiliation” perspective (Adner, 2017), in between the engineering view which emphasizes that platforms are technological architectures that facilitate innovation (Iansiti, Levien, 2004; Gawer, 2014) and the economics view which considers them as an engine for market exchange and interactions (Van Alstyne et al., 2016; Parker et al., 2016). In this section, we first define platform ecosystems and the innovation dynamics that characterize them, and then we underline the relationships between the two parts of a platform ecosystem: innovation or innovation factory (IF) and business development (BD) (Maula et al., 2006).

Core Concepts: Platform Ecosystems and Life Cycle

Platform ecosystems are a particular kind of ecosystem that relies on digital platforms to facilitate innovation and creativity (Koenig, 2013; Choudary, 2015; Walton, 2017; Altman, Tushman, 2017). Platform owners generally design the whole architecture providing components, interfaces, data and services. As such, platform’s architecture reflects platform-owner design choices.
Following Evans and Schmalensee (2016), one-sided platforms enable interactions between homogeneous users that form a community, exhibiting direct externalities. Two-sided platforms mediate between two different communities with strong indirect externalities, whereas multi-sided platforms facilitate interactions between participants of more than two communities. In this perspective, the evolution from single-sided to two-sided and multi-sided platforms illustrates how platforms develop and grow over time by adding new sides and services to their initial value proposition.

Platform ecosystems stem from market failures, namely the need for coordination expressed by two or more communities (Roth, 2015; Fishman, Sullivan, 2016). Platform owners will assume this role designing an architecture of collaboration that solves this problem (Reillier, Reillier, 2017; Evans, Schmalensee, 2016; Evans et al., 2011; Evans, Schmalensee, 2010). As orchestrators, they must find the right balance between a shared vision and the interests of the different partners on board in order to facilitate their contributions and influence their behaviors.

In generic innovation management literature, orchestration has been defined as “the set of deliberate, purposeful actions undertaken by the hub firm as it seeks to create value (expand the pie) and extract value (gain a larger slice of the pie) from the network” (Dhanaraj, Parkhe, 2006, p. 659). In platform and ecosystems literature, orchestration is often applied without a strict definition. For instance, Tiwana (2014) uses orchestration as a metaphor to illustrate how directional control mechanisms do not work in platform ecosystems. Here, we follow the definition by Perks et al. (2017), who state that orchestration is a dynamic set of intentional activities to promote value creation in a platform ecosystem.

The sustainability of platform ecosystems relies on the platform owner’s ability to design and orchestrate innovation processes (Iansiti, Levien, 2004; Nambisan et al., 2017). Indeed, platform ecosystems can hardly be managed in a goal-oriented fashion since the number of actors, communities, transactions, and interactions increases beyond the ability of what the platform owner can handle (Fjeldstad et al., 2012; Smedlund et al., 2018). This is what makes their management so challenging (Valkokari et al., 2016). Instead, platform ecosystems can be orchestrated by designing processes taking place among and between communities.

Platforms are complex systems that evolve gradually over time (Tiwana, 2014; Choudary, 2015; Parker et al., 2016). They generally expand either by building on new components and services or by connecting to other ecosystems. After reaching a critical mass in the number of participants and interactions, ecosystems develop in an evolutionary manner.
Platform ecosystems promote experimentations that give rise to new ideas and concepts that may be embodied in new services or digital artifacts (Yoo et al., 2005). For digital platforms specifically, the intrinsic generativity of digital technologies is an essential feature that explains the proliferation of new products and services (Yoo et al., 2010; Boland et al., 2007).

Ecosystems are generally considered to pass through different phases in their life cycle. The most classical model comprises phases of birth, expansion, leadership, and self-renewal - or, if not self-renewal, death (Moore, 1993, 1996). Tiwana (2014) builds on ideas of technology dominance, and distinguishes phases leading towards an “ideal” technology solution and its progression towards a dominant design and proliferation. We build on both conceptualizations in this paper.

**From Innovation to Market: The Two Sides of Platform Ecosystems**

Innovation studies typically distinguish the development of innovations and technologies from the commercialization, dating back to first generation innovation models (Rothwell, 1992). Innovative new products/services will not yield value unless they are commercialized and this commercialization requires a close coupling of the developer of the new technology to the user (Teece, 1992). These coupling and feedback mechanisms must operate quickly and efficiently to ensure commercial success of innovation.

We argue that these two dimensions of innovation also hold for platform ecosystems. While platform ecosystems are highly diverse, they usually exhibit two interrelated dimensions: innovation or technology development and business development or technology commercialization. Figure 1 schematizes these two dimensions of platform ecosystems into two sides: the innovation factory (IF) and business development (BD) side.
The right-hand side of the diagram represents the BD side of the ecosystem. The BD side gives access to consumers of products and services, and fulfills the function of commercialization and revenue generation. To interact with consumers, the BD side utilizes tools and services of the platform. Typical members of the BD side are complementors who utilize the platform to offer products and services. In this way, the BD side creates indirect externalities: the more complementors, the higher the value for consumers, and vice versa. BD members come mainly from outside the ecosystem but also from the IF side of the platform.

The left-hand side of Figure 1 represents the IF side. The IF side contains user groups and communities that actively change the functionalities of the platform, such as developers, startups and other freelancers. The IF is often developed via open innovation strategies (Chesbrough, 2003), through which platform owners open up (part of) the knowledge, resources, and skills. In our view, this side works like the ecosystem’s incubator, improving customer experience and knowledge sharing while experimenting with new value propositions and offerings. We consider this side as the antechamber for the BD side. The path to the market for innovations, ideas or concepts developed within the IF is then tunneled through the platform.

The BD and IF side mutually reinforce each other, contributing to the growth of the platform ecosystem. As the BD side grows, a larger audience is reachable with new ideas, which in turn will attract more innovators on the IF side. Conversely, as the IF part grows and provides the platform with...
innovations and improvements, more consumers and complementors will be attracted on the BD side.

**Initial Research Framework**

We posit that the coupling between the BD and IF side requires orchestration from the platform owner. The nature of the relationships between platform owner and the communities, the intensity of interactions, the attractiveness of the platform, the design and architecture of the platform and even the strategy of the members depend on these orchestration efforts. When mapping the BD and IF conceptualization on the four stages of ecosystem life cycles, we develop a process model as displayed in Table 1. In this process model, we adapt the four phases from Moore (1996) while adding the ideas in Tiwana (2014). We posit that a platform ecosystem passes through stages in which first a solution to a systemic problem is found, identifying a suitable design and architecture, generally embodied in an original value proposition that makes it possible to on-board different actors on the platform (stage 1). As described in Roth (2015), platform strategies emerge in a context of market failures leading to loss of innovation opportunities. Next, after reaching an “ideal technology solution”, the platform expands, either through the BD or IF side (stage 2). After that, the platform reaches the top of the technology maturity curve (stage 3) and eventual rejuvenation or decline (stage 4).

**Table 1 – Platform ecosystem life-cycle**

| In stage 1: | Everything has to be in place. Platform owner searches for new opportunities to reinvent value proposition for customers and have to design a convenient and appealing platform. This stage is about identifying a suitable architecture i.e. a design that eliminates pain points or frictions between different groups or communities to attract a large enough audience to ignite network effects. |
| In stage 2: | The platform expands either through its BD or IF side. Here, it’s about growing communities and reaching a critical mass in one side or another. A failure to reach a critical mass (platform ignition) will make the whole system collapse. The choice of the side to be developed first depends on which is the main driver in the ecosystem: innovations or transactions? At the end of stage 2, either the IF or BD is developed and the growth of interactions becomes exponential (virtuous cycle). |
| In stage 3: | The platform is still growing and tries to reach maturity and full leadership by eventually fully developing its second side. In the meanwhile external ecosystem members are developing as well and may wish to increase their opportunities embarking on other competing platforms (multi-homing). |
| In stage 4: | the platform ecosystem will start shrinking if nothing is done to rejuvenate it. In this renewal stage, multi-homing may be a rule, creating huge outflows of value, skills, competences and capabilities. But some multi-homers may then quit the platform endangering it. |
Methodology

We conduct case studies in order to understand the orchestration processes to couple the IF and BD sides of ecosystems throughout their life cycle. We follow an abductive reasoning approach based on contextualization (Yin, 2009) that uses inference to the best explanation (IBE) to develop potential explanations for observed phenomena (Ketokivi, Mantere, 2010). Through IBE, researchers compare potential theoretical explanations of a phenomenon (Lipton, 2009). Within this process, data and theoretical concepts are systematically combined (Strauss, Corbin, 1990; Dubois, Gadde, 2002) and have been examined simultaneously and discussed until a plausible explanation is found (Norton, 2003). This explanation must satisfy criteria for plausibility, simplicity, novelty and interestingness. Because IBE is a context-dependent reasoning process, we clearly acknowledge a certain level of subjectivity in our analysis.

We selected three emblematic cases, namely Amazon, eBay and Apple for their inherent interest and use in the literature, but also because their maturity allows assessing the four life cycle phases in our model. In terms of Yin (2009), we are in-between literal replication, since we chose cases which all passed the four stages of the life cycle, and theoretical replication, since the cases are different for anticipatable reasons. The cases have been purposively selected to replicate previous cases (the situation of each company regarding its original architecture of participation or design i.e. one-sided platforms versus two or multisided-platforms) and to fill theoretical categories illustrating different facets of platform orchestration.

We built a longitudinal study of each case focusing on the evolution of their respective ecosystems, ranging from 2007 to 2017. Our study is based both on secondary and primary data. We progressively updated the cases with numerous secondary data to better understand the context in which each case evolved. We mainly collected information from white papers, industry studies, books and academic articles, Factiva database, players’ publications as well as from writings by experts in the relevant sectors. From this, we constructed a secondary database with a chronology of events in the evolution of each platform ecosystem. At the same time, the first author performed, between 2007 and 2017, a series of semi-structured interviews with eleven experts, four executives from Amazon, three from eBay and two from Apple. Semi-structured interviews were conducted either face-to-face during major international conferences or by email or video-conference. Interviews lasted between 60 and 90 minutes. When by e-mail, we sent a series of ten open questions for interviewees to answer. Questions were about how the platform
ecosystem evolved through time while nurturing an ongoing innovation process and how platform owners orchestrate the dynamics.

Interviews were subjected to ex-ante thematic sorting, supplemented by ex-post sorting of emerging themes, in line with our abductive approach. Our chronological account of events served as the starting point for our analysis, enabling to identify how evolutionary paths resulted from platform owner choices. Regarding the validity of the research, we verified that our sorting method was sufficiently reliable and ensured construct validity by resorting to the three tactics prescribed by Miles and Huberman (2003): use of several heterogeneous data sources, establishment of a “chain of evidence” and validation of the case by key players.

**Orchestrating Innovation in Platform Ecosystem**

In this part, we analyze the orchestration of the coupling process between the BD and IF side of platform ecosystems within our case studies. We structure our analysis along the four stages of platform ecosystem life cycles, in order to better understand how the coupling process is carried out and affects innovation dynamics.

**The Birth Stage: Find Who Needs Whom and Why**

At this stage, the platform that will serve the potential business opportunity may not exist yet. The main objective of the platform owner is to identify such an opportunity designing a platform that will support the creation of a new value proposition for one community or another (IF or BD). Main strategic questions are how to design the value proposition of the platform, and which user group to onboard first. Our cases illustrate that the value proposition is not necessarily two-sided (see Table 2). In a two-sided context, the platform owner should identify the community that will bring the biggest flows of externalities and consequently which community of users to onboard first: consumers or complementors. This problem raises the so-called “chicken and egg” dilemma: participation of one user group depends upon the participation of the other.
Table 2 – Platform strategy and platform design in the birth stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform Strategy (Business opportunities)</th>
<th>Amazon</th>
<th>eBay</th>
<th>Apple iPhone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brick &amp; mortar bookshops do not offer enough titles, poor shopping experience, inconvenient...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mobile Internet is locked by mobile network operators, the walled garden paradigm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second-hand products are not easy to sell since the supply cannot reach a sufficient demand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mobile Internet is locked by mobile network operators, the walled garden paradigm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform design (Value proposition)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offering a large amount of titles (long tail) and helping consumers in the discovery procedure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A marketplace where people can buy &amp; sell (interactions) various items with a secured transactions system, access to member’s profiles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating a device (smartphone) able to provide customers with ubiquitous Internet...and content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform type</td>
<td>Single-sided</td>
<td>Two-sided</td>
<td>Single-sided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amazon’s case is quite straightforward: Amazon started as an online bookstore i.e. a single-sided market selling only books to consumers, thanks to partnerships with big editors. Then the company progressively evolved into a network of merchant sites thanks to the Amazon Associates Program designed to increase book sales but also to improve the value proposition for consumers due to a larger selection of available books (Isckia, 2009; Isckia, Lescop, 2009; Isckia, Lescop, 2013). In Amazon’s case, customers were already on board since they used Amazon website for shopping purposes. Amazon progressively enrolled new partners (small and/or independent editors using a long tail strategy) who were interested in the visibility offered by Amazon’s platform and the prospects for additional revenues and business opportunities. These opportunities were materialized later through the successive launch of Merchant@ program and Amazon Enterprise Solutions. In conceptual terms, Amazon clearly chose to develop first the BD part of its juvenile ecosystem. According to an interviewed expert: “After having industrialized affiliation programs such as Amazon Associates or Merchant@, Amazon’s people realized that it was possible to move smoothly from a monolithic closed architecture to a network of services administered by several companies, but turned towards the same customers... This was the prelude to the development of Amazon web Services.” (R.D.H, January 2014)

As illustrated with Amazon, platform owners should find a way to enroll potential partners or communities: “Bezos hoped to create a Windows for e-commerce” (R.D.H, January 2014). Amazon did have to figure out how to motivate participation i.e. resources to be shared or exposed: “With the launch of these new services (web services), Amazon enrolled a volunteer army
of developers that costs Amazon almost nothing and morphed into a provider of technology” (P.B, July 2014). It can be any tangible assets such as user base, data, functionalities, computing capacities, tool kits or intangible assets such as patents, knowledge, reputation, trust, etc. The pricing structure is also important when it comes to easing access to the platform. Subsidizing the participation of community members or key-partners may help to ignite externalities.

According to Maula et al. (2006), two distinct processes make it possible to manage resource allocation in the context of systemic innovation: the foresight process and the shaping process. The first process describes how companies draw information about the evolution of technologies and markets but also about the resource allocation decisions of other firms by linking various actors in their environment. Following an expert we met: “Ebay, Amazon and Google were pioneers of APIs and they understood very quickly that APIs will improve the user experience by allowing developers to create new and more robust services for their platform.” (K.L, March 2010)

The second process refers to the way companies influence the evolution of technologies and markets and the resource allocation decision of others in their ecosystem (Maula et al., 2006). According to a former Amazon executive: “Amazon has always been at the forefront of technology, and opening up this technology to its business partners is what has gotten the Street [independent developers] interested.” (R.D, October 2013)

In eBay’s case, the coupling process was more about igniting indirect externalities to boost revenues and ecosystem’s development rather than nurturing innovation. For eBay, the orchestration process is slightly different since sellers and vendors were already on-board. As recalled by an expert we met: “From the beginning, eBay’s goal has always been to facilitate transactions, attracting more and more people, expanding the goods traded on the platform, improving customer experience, making it safer and exciting, thus spreading the eBay’s ecosystem.” (K.L, March 2010)

In summary, in the birth stage, the platform ecosystem is structured as a private club with some partners selected by the platform owner. The system appears therefore intentionally closed: entry is discriminatory and under the sole discretion of the platform owner. Platform value proposition is the central here and a key feature of the orchestration process in the birth stage: it is implemented through a series of explorations and experimentations with early adopters. At this stage, architectural (design) and strategic choices (which community to embark first) are important and will guide the way the coupling process will be carried out in the next stages. While eBay started as two-sided platforms, Amazon and Apple on contrary started as single-sided
These two single-sided platforms focused first on the development of the BE sides of their ecosystem to boost transactions and increase reach. Hence, not all platforms start their lives the same way and history matters i.e. path dependencies play an important role in the first stage of the platform ecosystem life cycle.

The Expansion Stage: In Search for the Right Design to Reach Critical Mass

At the beginning of the expansion stage, the platform starts to be known by early adopters. The platform is in place and operates well, getting traction. The objective of the expansion stage is to reach and maintain a critical mass of participants in either the IF or BD side of the ecosystem. As we find in our case studies, which sub-system to develop depends on how the platform performed in the previous stage. For Amazon and eBay, increasing and developing exchanges and transactions in the BD part was a key success factor for their expansion strategy for at least two reasons.

First, it allows for economies of scale by increasing the number of interactions. To reinforce economies of scale, platform owners can increase platform’s depth (Evans et al., 2008). Depth strategy attracts new members and at the same time saturates the current needs expressed on the platform by all participants. Hence, depth also entails higher switching costs for participants, which increases loyalty. Service innovations can increase these two effects, like customer recommendations, rating systems, centralized control of quality, search engines, and user friendly access to the platform.

Second, expanding the BD side creates economies of scope by bringing new partners (hence new products and services) on board. This is often referred as breadth strategy (Evans et al., 2008) i.e. attracting new communities on the platform. The overarching idea behind economies of scope and breadth is the idea of making the platform multi-sided or of improving its previous multi-sidedness. Hence, at the expansion stage, all platforms become two-sided.
Table 3 – Platform strategy and platform design in the expansion stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform Type</th>
<th>Amazon</th>
<th>eBay</th>
<th>Apple iPhone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platform strategy</td>
<td>Reinforcing economies of scope by finding new partners (community), relentlessly improving customer experience, Get big fast</td>
<td>Reinforcing economies of scope by finding new partners (community) adding new offerings and items</td>
<td>Some developers create a system (Cydia) to crack the iPhone and to install non-official third-party Apps which expresses the need for innovation and customization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform design</td>
<td>Offering to partners the access to Amazon web site and a channel to easily liquidate their inventories, Amazon affiliation programs and specialized services, Launch of 1st generation AWS</td>
<td>Upgrading brands and products visibility via new services (Turbo Lister, Seller’s Assistant, Selling Manager) which help automate the selling process, including the Shipping Calculator, Reporting tools,</td>
<td>Creating a virtual place (iTunes and then App Store) where developers can offer their Apps to iPhone users, Service bundling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform type</td>
<td>Two-sided</td>
<td>Two-sided</td>
<td>Two-sided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depth and breadth increase platform’s thickness, and thus contribute to growth. Moreover, when carefully orchestrated, they can impede or discourage entries in the market by competing platforms. Depth coupled with breadth locks most of the market spaces that may be available to competitors. Following a former eBay top executive: “After spectacular organic growth, eBay has dried up the competition by tackling adjacent markets and gradually taking over almost all its competitors (Rent.com, Buzee.com, Shopping.com...)” (Y.R, April 2011). Depth and breadth raise barriers to entry and make the strategic spaces created on the platform nearly uncontestable. This pushes competitors to eventually go for head-to-head competition or to enter the system sideways (side competition or envelopment).

Platform expansion means managing a complex network of partners differing in their size, their business models, their commitment and loyalty to the platform. From this point of view, that kind of network cannot be centrally managed in the same way as in the first stage of the life cycle. Hence platform’s expansion requires some kind of “laissez faire”. Said differently, it raises the question of the degree of openness of the platform. The platform owner has to exercise less control on member profiles as to make entry more fluid and faster.
In order to support the expansion of the BD side, the design or the architecture of the platform has to evolve. According to an expert: “It was Cydia’s development that made Apple’s people realize that they had gold in their hands, and that they needed to open the AppStore and offer many more Apps to customize your iPhone” (B.S, February 2009). Entry on the platform should be made easier and knowledge encapsulated within the platform must be turned fully explicit as to ensure its sharing within the BD side. In this context, boundary objects such as SDKs or APIs (Star, 2010; Carlile, 2002, 2004) play an important role. However, improving platform’s thickness may trigger congestion, which can be avoided by maintaining quality of interactions. Platform designs must be highly scalable and flexible to adapt quickly and efficiently to this growing number of interactions (Choudary, 2015).

To facilitate platform entry and to ensure enough depth, the platform owner must enrich the platform design with new services or functionalities. This can be done via two different approaches: either the platform owner creates these functions in the IF side (Amazon One-click Shopping) or acquires them through the BD side (Paypal or Skype for eBay, Alexia for Amazon, Shazam or Lala for Apple). According to another former eBay top executive: “The acquisition of other marketplaces, coupled with the development of payment solutions (PayPal) and communication services (Skype), was intended to facilitate interactions within eBay community, and to nurture growth beyond our original platform.” (F.C, June 2014)

During the expansion stage, the platform thus becomes open, encouraging new communities to enter the BD side of the ecosystem. Their ability to explore new business models nurtures the expansion of the ecosystem (Chesbrough, 2011; Doz, Kosonen, 2010; Lu, Ramamurthy, 2011). These communities encompass start-ups, developers and established firms in adjacent markets (side-player). While some of them join the platform to explore new business opportunities, others join the platform to gain knowledge.

In summary, at the expansion stage, the platform ecosystem is structured as an open club with non-discriminatory membership. The ecosystem therefore appears intentionally open. This opening increases the number of participants and deepens the complexity of interactions. BD-focused platforms may more easily start as multi-sided businesses than IF-focused platforms. Apple iPhone started out as a single-sided platform, and the other side of the ecosystem (developers) came on board only once there is a critical mass of end-users. Clearly, eBay started as two-sided platforms in the birth stage. In this case, the platform was designed as an engine for growth to fuel the BD side, since the two groups were already on board. On the contrary, during the expansion stage both Amazon and Apple upgraded their platforms.
design in order to support collective innovation at the IF side, starting with the developers’ side for Apple and with affiliates and later third-party players for Amazon. From this point of view, they first had to attain a critical mass of users on one side to attract other groups of players on the other side thus igniting network externalities. These elements characterize the orchestration process during the expansion stage: openness and sharing of resources to stimulate innovation once the critical mass has been reached and value creation/capture to support ecosystem development.

**The Leadership Stage: Clustering and Multi-Homing**

At this stage, the platform has reached its critical mass at the BD and/or IF side, and is supporting a wide and complex network of interactions. The growth eventually starts to decelerate. Moreover, as the size and number of communities increase, the influence of the platform owner on the BD side withers. Hence, the main strategic goal for of the platform owner is to maintain leadership and to sustain growth. The implementation of these objectives may take different path as shown in our cases.

*Table 4 – Platform strategy and platform design in the leadership stage*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform Strategy (Business opportunities)</th>
<th>Amazon</th>
<th>eBay</th>
<th>Apple iPhone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustaining growth and leadership through the creation of a IF and new services</td>
<td>Sustaining growth and leadership through the creation of a IF and new services</td>
<td>Sustaining growth with technological and functional evolution of the platform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing IF by introducing new services (next-gen AWS), Developing ubiquity (M-commerce), Upgrading and developing new services to other firms and partners,</td>
<td>Developing IF by introducing APIs and SDK Developing ubiquity (M-Commerce) Developing new services to other firms and business partners (e-Commerce solutions, CRM, …)</td>
<td>Upgrading iOS to spur new developments, Implementing new features on the devices, Transforming App Store (IF) into a IF-BD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform type</td>
<td>Multi-sided</td>
<td>Multi-sided</td>
<td>Two-sided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amazon and eBay have followed the same strategy, improving their ecosystem by creating and nurturing the IF side. In these cases, the IF side provides developers and partners with access to APIs and SDKs to build on solutions for e-commerce that will improve transactions on their platforms. For a former Amazon executive we met: “With AWS our goal was to encourage the
use of Amazon content in ways we would never have been able to develop on our own. We worked on different business models for AWS from the very beginning, but the real goal was innovation” (C.B, January 2013). eBay more particularly focused on development for the mobile App market. As of 2013, eBay counts 1.8 million active users of its API and SDK in its IF.

As shown in Figure 1, there is a positive ripple effect between the IF and BD sides. To benefit from this effect, the platform owner has to create bridges between the IF and BD in order to ensure a path to market for innovators in the IF and a path to incubation for participants in the BD side. This is an important characteristic of the orchestration process at this stage.

In the Apple case, the IF evolved progressively in its functions towards operating as BD. The IF and the BD sides overlap: the App Store is a place for innovators but also a place for merchants who can work and exchange with developers (Hyrynsalmi, 2015). By coupling BD and IF sides through strategic tunneling, platform owners reinforce their control of the ecosystem and the main outputs: innovations and revenues. Following a former Apple top executive: “Apple has progressively opened up its native iOS so that third-party developers who build apps can offer more iOS services for their own products... but at the very beginning God Father (i.e. Steve Jobs) was very concerned that they might compromise the integrity of the platform... He was obsessed with controlling their Apps and very soon a quality control process was put in place”. “In addition, the AppStore has proven to be a great way to increase sales of their devices” (B.G, September 2010).

Participants in the BD side evolve too. They thrive for their survival and success. Some of them are able to attract other participants and to create subsystems of innovation or platforms around their own products or services (piggybacking or forking). Then, the BD side starts to form clusters of interdependent innovations, developments, interactions, services and products grow here and there in the BD landscape. The ecosystem does not appear anymore as a network centered on the platform of the founding company. Clustering is not a problem per se. In any growing complex system of interactions, clusters occur. Clustering implies that a part of the survival of the ecosystem does not rely anymore on the founder’s platform but also on other relatively important members and their respective platforms. In other words, the BD side of the focal ecosystem forms clusters of innovation, which in turn become the IF side for novel platform ecosystems. A former Amazon manager reported: “It was clear that with the development of Amazon, many vendors were going to need help to integrate their offer on Amazon platform...At this time integrating with Amazon was an arduous task...that’s what gave birth to MindCorps – bought out by Amazon in 2000 – ... Later, when it became evident
that Amazon was the place to be, I founded Morse Best Innovation which spun off Mercent to help vendors to integrate their systems with Amazon’s through Mercent Commerce System… These three companies would never have come into being without Amazon.” (E.B, July 2015)

Cluster players share the fate of the whole ecosystem, which implies most of them will not try to act negatively on it. Like the platform-owner, they fight for the development and survival of the whole ecosystem: they act cooperatively by supporting a part of the system on their own. The platform-owner cannot act against clusters without jeopardizing the survival of the ecosystem. Instead, the platform owner should use them and integrate them in the ecosystem governance. These institutional mechanisms should be fine-tuned taking into account the clusters as units of control while upgrading platform design purposively. From this point of view, clusters impose decentralization and delegation of power in the BD side.

Some players may wish to go further than clustering and multi-home. If multi-homing is a prerequisite for their development, it has a deleterious effect on the original platform ecosystem. If players multi-home, the complementary offerings are no longer exclusive for a platform but commodities. A commodity is not distinctive but rather a must-have to remain competitive: no one can imagine an App store without social games like Clash of Clan or Candy Crush nor a marketplace without an online payment system. When possible, the platform owner can envelop it (Eisenmann et al., 2011) and standardize it through design (Amazon One-click shopping). Whatever the strategy of the platform owner, multi-homing means outflows or destruction of value and innovation in its platform ecosystem.

In summary, during the leadership stage, the platform ecosystem is still structured as an open club with non-discriminatory membership. However, especially in the BD side, clusters appear and may transform part of platform value proposition. With clusters, multi-homing strategies and competitive pressure also emerge. Multi-homing implies frictions in the ecosystem as multi-homers do not act cooperatively anymore: the platform is becoming just one of their delivery channels and their fate does not rely anymore on the original platform. At this stage, the orchestration process is about managing or anticipating clustering, attracting and retaining communities in the BD side in order to maintain platform’s competitiveness. Here, part of the orchestration process plays out in the ability of platform owners to fully embrace their role of leader providing communities in the BD side with vision, caring and guidance for future developments. This often implies upgrading platform design through service innovations, which requires actions in the IF side of the ecosystem.
The Renewal Stage: Exploring New Horizons

At this stage, if nothing is done, the ecosystem will slowly decay. Some players (among which those who build clusters) will stop investing in the BD side, will leave it or will launch their own platform. The platform owner may be tempted to use a dominator strategy (Iansiti, Levien, 2004) draining the whole remaining value from the ecosystem, hence accelerating the attrition process. To avoid this, the platform has to enter a new cycle of development. The renewal stage is the premises of this cycle and looks like a rebirth stage. However, the platform owner can now rely on its fully functional and mature ecosystem. Table 5 illustrates some renewal strategies found in our cases.

Table 5 – Platform strategy and platform design in renewal stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform Strategy (Business opportunities)</th>
<th>Amazon</th>
<th>eBay</th>
<th>Apple iPhone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finding new way to deliver products</td>
<td>Becoming a ubiquitous digital wallet for consumers and merchants around the world, Develop Ayden payment system</td>
<td>Working on new devices, new features and design, new services (iCloud platform, Apple’ A.I) Cross platform strategy as a post iPhone strategy IoT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating new devices</td>
<td>Upgrading platform design (platform as a service)</td>
<td>Crafting new products and services (Apple Watch, TV, iCloud platform, Apple’ A.I) for existing and new partners Designing new Apple Stores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and A.I-based services, IoT</td>
<td>Building new services, personalization to the next level using A.I Chatbot shopping assistance Fully integrate Ayden streamlined payment methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross platform strategy</td>
<td>Building new features with and for key partners, Upgrading platform design (platform as a service) Designing for more flexibility, scalability and community engagement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main challenge at this stage is to avoid the disintegration of the interactions forged during the previous stages: renewal is essential to ensure survival of the ecosystem. In the renewal stage, the ecosystem becomes mature. Large parts of it are now stabilized (for instance, Amazon as an online store, as an ASP, Apple as a device maker and a content provider) delivering comfortable flows of revenue and profits. Renewal stage relies on
Orchestrating Platform Ecosystems

the leader’s capabilities to leverage its own platform to find new paths of development and to project its platform into new market spaces (A.I, media, M-business, IoT…). For instance, Amazon chooses to enter the entertainment markets by creating a new line of products and services, among which Fire TV, Amazon Game Studios and more recently Amazon Video and Amazon Music Unlimited. Fire TV and Amazon Game Studios were clearly two strategic moves to prepare the release of a 3D smartphone launched in summer 2014 and Amazon’s entry in the mobile device business. eBay follows a more classical renewal strategy by focusing its effort on one part of its platform ecosystem: payment services. eBay works in the development of Paypal as an ubiquitous digital portfolio for any consumers and merchants in partnership with financial institutions around the world. Paypal expands way beyond eBay ecosystem boundaries. By abandoning Paypal and partnering with Ayden, eBay now intends to further improve its customer experience. Apple follows its usual strategy of embarking its whole ecosystem in the renewal of the hardware (iPhone X-gen and 11-gen): new screen, new technologies, new design and functionalities. In the renewal stage, platform owner’s dynamic capabilities are essential to identify and create new opportunities of development for the ecosystem. The renewal stage also depends on the vision provided by the leader during the leadership stage. The renewal stage is in essence a phase of ideation, exploration and experimentations. Here, the main challenge in terms of orchestration is to maintain communities in the ecosystem by motivating them with new ideas and challenges. It means being able to capitalize on existing knowledge and relationships to foster the emergence of new ideas around its vision.

As in the birth stage, the platform owners need to identify and gather the key partners who will support new projects. This relational strategy can be used to maintain important clusters in the ecosystem: the cluster holders then become a key partner in the ecosystem. Exclusivity contracts can help sealing the relationships, preventing multi-homing threats. Then, the leader can implement a new structure in the ecosystem: platform of platform (PoP). The original platform can run as a host for other platforms supporting a constellation of clusters or smallest platforms (Tan et al., 2015): clusters will then be able to develop on their own. Being independent entities, these clusters can be used to explore new business opportunities without jeopardizing the whole ecosystem.

In summary, in this critical phase of renewal, clusters may reinforce the resilience of the system. In such a context, orchestrating means rethinking the role of the original platform design and strategy. All ideas and projects may not lead to major developments. As the leader, the platform owner has
to choose the best options for the ecosystem to be developed (BD), dynamically reallocating bundles of resources via wise design choices (IF). At this stage, the orchestration process relies on platform owners’ capability to leverage its platform to enter new paths of developments, stimulating innovation while exploring new market spaces. The ecosystem changes its structure and becomes mainly an open club with non-discriminatory access, but containing private clubs (clusters in development) managed by the platform leader. Future developments of the platform are nested or embedded in these innovative clusters and will bring the orchestration process to a next stage.

**Conclusion and Discussion**

In all three cases studied, some communities contribute directly to the collective innovation effort while others participate more in exploring new horizons and their commercialization opportunities. Our framework and our case studies allow us to better understand the mechanisms that allow these two dimensions to be coupled over time through the orchestration process. These case studies illustrate how the coupling process is performed and achieved through a series of choices that focus on the architecture and design of the platform and the strategic objectives associated with each stage of its life cycle.

In the birth stage, the orchestration process is straightforward; the platform owner must design a value proposition for a community (single-side market) and/or choose which one it will focus on if it is a two-side market. As a corollary, it will be necessary to define accordingly which architecture to set up and the associated governance structure.

The orchestration process in the expansion stage is about reaching a critical mass in one community or another by playing on platform’s breadth or depth. At this stage the platform becomes more inclusive and open. Knowledge sharing in the IF will help to maintain a steady flow of innovations while giving BD members opportunities to develop and spread new services. The coupling process must allow both to ensure openness and sharing of resources to stimulate innovation and value creation/capture to support ecosystem development.

In the leadership stage, the platform owner must strive to maintain and nurture platform’s growth. Here, the coupling process aims at supporting the IF by creating exchange zones that provide BD communities opportunities to cross-fertilize knowledge and ideas in search for growth levers. This process must also support the development of clusters and control multi-homing and
commoditization risks by integrating new services into platform core architecture.

In the maturity stage, the platform owner must integrate existing clusters by becoming a platform of platforms (PoP) i.e. by hosting other platforms to explore new market spaces without endangering its platform. In this case, the coupling process requires to go a step further in the integration of new services and market exploration while maintaining community engagement and keeping a critical mass of users.

Our case studies show that orchestration is done at two main levels. The first one focuses on managing the mobility of resources, the stability of the ecosystem and the appropriation of innovation (IF). The second focuses on ensuring the platform ecosystem’s development and sustainability (BD). These two dimensions refer the two sides of platform ecosystems described in our conceptual framework. From this point of view, orchestrating platform ecosystems rely on platform-owner capabilities to accommodate both innovation and business development over time. Our results also highlight the different facets of orchestration, which occur at different stages of the ecosystem’ life cycle:

– Ensuring the relevance of innovation and the attractiveness of the value proposition over time.
– Sharing resources to nurture on-going collective innovation.
– Managing membership over time so as not to undermine the ecosystem’s development.
– Ensuring the ecosystem stability, maintaining a critical mass of users so as not to break network externalities that have governed its development in previous stages.
– Sharing the value co-created by members at the different stages of the life cycle.

While our results confirm some previous work (Nambisan, Sawhney, 2007, 2011), they also allow us to go a step further. Indeed, while Nambisan and Sawhney (2007) distinguish two distinct orchestration models (the “innovation-integrator” and the “platform leader” models), our results show that these two models complement each other and are closely intertwined. Thus, if the orchestrator implements the collaborative architecture (Nambisan, Sawhney, 2011) it simultaneously shares resources to encourage ecosystem members to innovate (IF) and integrates their contributions, it also guides the dynamics of innovation and development of the ecosystem (BD).

Given that empirical studies on platform ecosystem orchestration are scarce, we can only compare our findings to limited related work. Comparing
our findings to Perks et al. (2017), we broadly find similar orchestration mechanisms: envisioning network value for the platform, inducing innovativeness of network members towards the platform, legitimizing the platform through the ecosystem and involving the ecosystem in organizational adjustments towards the platform. However, our findings show that these mechanisms are not sequential but rather simultaneous at each stage of platform ecosystem development. Finally, and contrary to Perks et al. (2017) position, we find that the orchestration process is everything but a routine, as the coupling process between IF and BD sides of ecosystems must be fine-tuned over time and can hardly being encapsulated within a routine. As illustrated in our case studies, the orchestration process is a dynamic process that partly relies on experimentation.

A limitation of our paper is that we draw upon three success cases of platform development. As platform development fails more often than it succeeds (Cusumano et al., 2019), it might be worthwhile to apply our model to failure cases too. Further, our analysis focuses on large firms being platform providers, which arguably have more resources to actively orchestrate their ecosystems. On the other hand, Amazon and eBay did both start as small start-ups, so, arguably, our choice to study cases that passed through all stages of platform life-cycles inherently favors selecting large players. A final limitation is that our framing of the cases assumes that platform orchestration is a directive and conscious activity, which, as previous studies show (Saarikko, 2016), is not always the case in platform evolution.

Our framework combines the engineering and economics view of platform ecosystems and emphasizes the role of the ecosystem orchestrator both as a market designer and a market explorer. It thus sheds light on the coupling process between the two sides of platform ecosystems. Managing such a process is tricky. Platform owners have to shape their platform architectures, design control mechanisms, value creation mechanisms and manage associated knowledge in a coherent and dynamic way over time to nurture collective innovation. Strategizing in platform ecosystems means that the coupling process is designed so that he can dialogically handle the tensions between the various ago-antagonistic dimensions associated with orchestration: control/generativity, open/closed, individual/collective. Ago-antagonist systems rely both on antagonism, that is the opposition of two forces acting on a common receptor – the platform –, and agonism, that is their cooperation (Bernard-Weil, 1999). Orchestrators have to manage the balance of these forces.

Everything starts with a wannabe leader that will have to design a flexible architecture of collaboration in order to achieve a specific goal (innovation)
while managing interdependencies (Altman, Tushman, 2017) and ago-antagonist tensions. Addressing such interactions requires a set of capabilities that are yet uncommon for traditional companies (Teece, 2017). Throughout the ecosystem’s life cycle, the platform-owner has to think strategically considering the effect of its decision on the ecosystem and the feedbacks or counter-effects created by the strategic moves of other players. The platform-owner should thus be both an orchestrator driving the development of its ecosystem and a chess-master that integrate the reactions of others players in its own decision process. As the platform ecosystem develops, its complexity increases which pushes the system to evolve from a centered network to a decentralized structure of platform of platforms (PoP). This will make the orchestration even more complex and challenging.
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